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DAVID KARCHERE is a speaker and workshop leader who
assists people to renew their Primal Spirituality—an experience that
virtually all human beings know at birth, and that ideally grows as
they mature.

What is Attunement?
It is one of those words that says what it names,
even if you’ve never heard it before—a process
of tuning, which implies harmonization.
So Attunement is tuning in. Or we might say,
tuning up. It is finding the source of your own
wisdom, love and power, and accessing it. It is
aligning your conscious state with the source of
creativity that originates at a higher order of
Being within you, so that you resonate more
clearly and fully with that source. And how do
you know that your consciousness is aligned with
the source of wisdom, love and power? Because
you light up, resonating with the vibration of that
source.
Attunement is also tuning in to each other. I’m
hoping to do that now through these words. I am
not only tuning in to the source of wisdom within
myself. I am tuning in to you, my reader. And
hoping you will tune in to the wisdom I am
letting flow through my words.
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Tuning in can also be an experience within an
individual. Our thinking and feeling can stop
fighting each other and attune together. All the
facets of our psyche can learn to get along and
create wholeness and personal well-being. The
complex physical systems within our body can
work in greater and greater harmony.
Attunement is also something we bring to the
world around us. When we have tuned in to the
source of wisdom, love and power, we have that
to give to the people around us—to those closest
to us, to our community and the larger world.
Whatever is vibrating in us tends to resonate in
some way with other people. Someone who is a
conscious practitioner of Attunement enters a
mindfulness practice relative to that vibration. In
their own tuning up, they bring the most creative
vibration possible to their world.
Attunement is also a collective experience. When
a group of people knows Attunement together,
the higher harmonics of human awareness can
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resonate in that group. Imagine if the whole
world came to know Attunement together!
For Attunement to work creatively in a person’s
experience, it has to become a consciousness
practice. The person has to adopt a mental
attitude and thought process that guide the whole
human system into Attunement. They have to
learn the emotional intelligence that lets them
tune up, tune in to others, and resonate
creatively in the world, because the human heart
is vital to how we resonate.
The conscious practice of Attunement becomes a
spiritual practice. It is the thinking and feeling
part of the practice that opens up spiritual
experience. This is true in the art of living, dayto-day and moment-by-moment. So, Attunement
is relevant to every moment of our lives—
everything we do in every facet of our life, and
even to those times when it seems we aren’t
doing anything.
The practice of Attunement is also relevant to
specific times of spiritual intensification. Through
a deep conscious focus, there is a greater tuning
in, followed by an intensified resonance in the
human experience. That might be achieved
through prayer, meditation, mindful body
movement, such as yoga, or collective worship.
For someone who engages in Attunement as a
conscious practice and as a spiritual practice, it
can become an energy medicine practice. The
practitioner is tuning up, tuning in to another
person, and then allowing the source vibration to
move out through their hands to that other
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person. Then the conscious spiritual practice of
Attunement empowers an energy medicine
practice. And the energy medicine practice
focuses and strengthens the conscious spiritual
practice.
Any attempt to engage in the energy medicine
practice of Attunement without the conscious
spiritual practice is futile.
Attunement is the spiritual practice of an
Emissary of Divine Light. Yes, an Emissary of
Divine Light shines the light, and that is part of
the practice. But where does that light come
from? From the source of light at a higher level of
Being.
So, shining the light is part of the spiritual
practice of Attunement, and you have to tune in
to that light before you can let it shine. You have
to tune in to love and receive it before you can let
it out. An Emissary of Divine Light lets love radiate
without concern for results. But only if they are in
Attunement with love.
Is there anything that has any value outside of the
experience of Attunement?
What is a family that isn’t experiencing
Attunement? It can degenerate into emotional
pain and agony.
What is relationship without Attunement? A
loveless association that can turn to anguish.
What is God without Attunement? A belief in a
distant entity.
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What is selfhood without Attunement?
Loneliness and barrenness.
What is humankind without Attunement? A selfsabotaging species. There is no peace on earth,
there is no thriving future, without Attunement.

I declare 2021 to be a year of the rebirth of
Attunement in the human experience. I commit
myself to live and know that experience for
myself and bring it to the world. Will you join
me?
David Karchere
dkarchere@emnet.org
Sunrise Ranch, CO
International Teleconference Service
of the Creative Field
January 3, 2021

All that has value is part of an experience of
Attunement. And without Attunement,
everything falls apart. It is admirable to set as
one’s mission the conscious evolution of
humankind or the spiritual regeneration of
humanity. But how? Through Attunement.
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